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DEEP-WATER

RELEASE and
DESCENDING GEAR TRIALS

Recent snapper and grouper closures in the Gulf have focused
attention on the importance of successful release and survival of fish
caught in deeper water.
New descending devices have been developed that may provide
effective options for releasing fish. However, little information is
available on their practicality for Gulf and South Atlantic fisheries.

OUR FIELD TRIALS TO TEST
DESCENDERS ARE:

Involving recreational anglers in the evaluation
of the practical use of descending gear
Training a cadre of Florida Sea Grant extension
agents in the use of a variety of descending gear
and strategies to improve survival of deep-water
released fish
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TYPES OF GEAR
We are only showing some examples of fish descending gear, although
anglers are constantly coming up with “homemade” devices.

Inverted Crate: Several fish, one release.

Seaqualizer

Roklees EcoLeeser

Release at Sea Depths:
50ft, 100ft, 150ft

Shelton Fish Descender

Fish Descenders:
Device attached to fish,
rod and reel used to
lower fish. Strong jerk
on line releases fish.
Blacktip Fish
Descender
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VENTING’S ROLE

Returning the fish into the water with minimal handling is
the key. But when a fish cannot get back down on its own,
venting or the use of descending devices is required to
successfully get the fish back to the bottom. All techniques
that involve additional handling and injury to the fish should
be considered as options of last resort.
Additional research is needed to learn about improving
release techniques. Providing anglers with a variety of
options that are best suited to local fishing conditions and
practices may be the best solution at this time.

NOTE
Anglers now have the option of using fishing descending gear
and/or venting tools to release fish suffering from barotrauma.
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